Comments from Leaders of Home Economics Teachers on the Research Report, "Decision-Making of the Students about Home and Family Life" (Part 2)

The Analysis of Comments of "Contact Detonation"
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Abstract

Following our report (Part 1), we analyzed "contact detonation" using 763 comments. Our major findings are as follows: 1) There were many teachers' comments in the area of dietary life. 2) Junior high school teachers had fewer comments than their elementary and high school counterparts. 3) Prefectural supervisors made many comments. 4) Concerning the category of the "contact detonation", junior high and elementary school teachers were likely to give many comments about "getting close to reality of pupils or students". 5) High school teachers and prefectural supervisors gave many comments about "ideas on the basis of the research report".

Effective information concerning educational interests and teaching materials from schools may be required. It will be effective for researchers to coordinate with high school teachers and prefectural supervisors.
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